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Moving 
from your 
MVto UNIX? 
Transoft -
the direct route for 
Data General migration. 
Do you use any of these products? 

- CEO - Business BASIC 
- INFOS - FORTRAN 
- COBOL - PowerHouse 
Transoft's AIM, Automated INFOS Migration and 
UBB Universal Business Basic products can simply 
and quickly migrate your applications to UNIX without 
the need for risky and expensive re-engineering. 

If you're planning to move to Open Systems talk to 
the migration experts now ... 

Portability & Productivity 

Tran oft Inc., 1899 Power' Ferry Road, 
uile 420, Atlanta, G 30339 A 

Tel: (404) 933 1965 Fax: (404) 933 3464 

Tran oft Ltd. a b Hou e, Dalchel Road, 
lough, L3 7LR England. 

Tel: (+44) 01753 692332 Fax: (+44) 01753 694251 

CEO & INFOS are registered trademarks of Data General Corporation . 
UNIX is a registered trademark of Novell Inc. AiM and UBB are registered 
trademarks of Trans oft . Other trademarks are acknowledged. 
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VS COBOLlI~FOS to [~IX ~figratioll 

"With 30 stores, 375 users, and thousands 
of customers on the line ... 

It's got to be right." 
1100 programs, six million lines of code, and 
not a lot of time. But with the company's entire 
business dependent upon information systems, Mark 
Ridley, MIS Director of Bunnings Building Supplies 
said it had to be right. 

Bunnings, Australia's second largest building supply 
retailer , had outgrown its DG MV 30000 mod 3. 
Bunnings chose open systems to give the needed 
growth path. In the end, they had 500% better 
performance, significantly reduced hardware 
maintenance costs, and room to grow. 

With 36 man-years invested in the applications , 
Bunning's didn't want to absorb re-engineering costs 
or retrain 375 users. Besides, the applications worked. 
They chose Wild Hare Computer Systems to perform 
the migration. The applications functioned identically 
without user retraining and at a fraction of the time and 
cost of re-engineering. 

"You need three elements to be successful at migrat
ing: a good software house like Wild Hare willing to 
make changes to meet your needs; good project man
agement with the manpower and professionalism to 
handle all the tasks involved; and you need to commit 
yourself to the project." 

"We liked Wild Hare's project approach. It 
included thorough project planning and 
exhaustive testing. And the project wasn't 
over until we were satisfied that it was 
right. Wild Hare did all this 
within a guaranteed 
fixed price." 

Reduced Maintenance Cost 
5000/0 Performance Gain 
Guaranteed Fixed Price 

No Risk 

When your company depends 
upon accurate information, 
99% isn't good enough. 
It's got to be right. 

Australia 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC. 

6595 O'Dell Place, Suite M 
Boulder, CO 80301 

303/530-2221 
Fax: 303/530-9637 
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When it comes to UNIX· operating systems for 
commercial computing, there is none better 
than DG/ UX": The technology assessment firm, 
ruuminata~ ranked DG/ UX best out of five leading 
UNIX operating systems. That's against: Hewlett
Packard, IBM, Sun and Digital. Strengths in high 
availability, storage management, multi
processing and security make OG/ UX 
the number one choice. 

You see, in today's open comput
ing environment, Data General is an 
ideal choice for organizations with large 
numbers of users, high volumes of trans-

··UNIX Products: Al'I Analyst's Scorecard: November 7. 1994. lIIumlnat8. 
AVIiON snd CLAIliiON are teglsterect tI8detnarl<s snd DGlUX is • ttBdetnsrl< of 
Dat. General Cotpoiation. UN/X is • reglsterect t18dem8rl< of Novell tnc. 
e 1995 Dat. General. 

The Common Sensa Connection is a ssrvIce mark 01 Oala General Corporalion. 

actions, large databases and a strong need for 
continuous access to critical information. 

We combine the DGIUX operating system 
with high performance AViiON· servers , 
advanced CLARiiON· data storage systems, 
systems integration, customer services, and 
business software to give you everything you 
need to run your business successfully. 

Just call I-800-DATA GEN, or e.mail us 
at commonsense@dg.com, or simply log 
on to The Common Sense ConnectionW at 
www.dg.comorgopher.dg.com. for our free 
guide to corporate computing. 

t II' Data General 
Bringing Common Sense to Computlng 
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Peach of a Deal 

~ 
Worldwide -
Everyday on 

..... ) Data General 
Hardware 

CPU 
AV6200 wI16MB ................................................................... S9.900 
AV 4100 w/8MB memory ...................................................... $2.490 
AV51 00 wI16MB ................................................................... $4.900 
AV310 color workstation wl16MB ........................................ 52.200 
MV9600 w/8MB memory .................................................... 511 .500 
MEMORY 
7001 AV500016000 16MB memory ...................................... $2.490 
7019 32MB AV4314600 memory .......................................... $2.490 
7014 16MB AV 3001400 memory ......................................... SI .090 
AV 40014000 4MB memory ..................................................... $350 
MV 15000/20000 32 MB memory ......................................... S2,400 
DISK AND TAPES 
79003·H 2.008 Clariion add·in disk ...................................... S2.400 
6841 2.OGB HIH disk drive .................................................... S2.400 
68854/8 GB OAT tape .......................................................... $1 .890 
6760 10.00B 8MM cartridge tape ......................................... $2,750 
CRTs/PRINTERS 
66B4 0463 CRT wilh keyboard ................................................. $395 
6500 0216's with keyboards .................................................... $179 
6682 0217 wilh keyboard ........................................................ $360 
65670412+ with keyboard ...................................................... 5225 
04601041010210 wilh keyboard ................................................ 599 
COMMUNICATIONS/OTHER 
7419 VOC·16 cluster ............................................................. $1,450 
4817 10 port termserver CS2000 ......................................... $1.450 
CSS2 6702 chassis ............................................................... $1.250 
7422 SCSI dlll.cont. ............................................................. SI.590 
7431 L FOOl VME conlroller .................................................. $4.900 

1-800-229-2897 

Oorsv,lIe. Georg's 30340 FAX 404·457·5841 

Circle 9 on reader service card. 

DGTERMINAL 
SWAP()UT/REPAIR 

SERVICING ALL DATA 
GENERAL TERMINALS 

Fcom $59 
LESS TURNAROUND 

TIME ... WE'LL SHIP YOUR 
ADVANCE TERMINAL TODA Yl 

Call for all of your elf
maintenance requirements. 

DIGITAL COMPUTER CONSULTING INC. 

Boston 
Tel: (617) 837-7255 
Fax: (617) 837-9641 

Baltimore 
Tel: (410) 750·7200 
Fax: (410) 750-7202 

Circle I 7 on reader service card. 

EXECUTIVE MESSAGE 

An 
underutili 
benefit 

by Ed Lindberg 

V
irtually anyone reading this copy of Focus magazine also has free access 
to Data General's DASH (Direct Access to Support Help) system. As a 
NADGUG member you are entitled to access the Electronic Search Pro
gram. To outline some of the features of this service, I would direct the 

reader to the Executive Message in the October 1994 Focus. Tim Boyer outlined 
his use of the service to identify a problem and receive the patches necessary to 
get his system running again. I would like to review briefly the present Request 
for Enhancement (RFE) procedure and how NADGUG is making it better. 

Roughly four and a half years ago, Data General and NADGUG joined forces 
to look at the excessive RFE backlog, more than 3,000 Software Trouble Reports 
(STRsl, and how the user group could help DG set priorities for software en
hancements. Even back then some of the languages were comatose, if not dead. 
However, there was a general reluctance to admit that certain languages were no 
longer being enhanced. To assist with the RFE process, four distinct groups with
in NADGUG were identified: one group each for ICobol, Office Automation, 
AOS/VS, and Unix. These groups have been receiving monthly listing of RFEs 
since February 1992. We have responded to these requests by rating them on a 
scale of 1 to 5 and passing these ratings on to the developers. NADGUG com
ments, plus all the other factors, have been part of the decision process. 

Results of the current process have been encouraging. There is no longer any 
STR backlog. Data General is now closing more STRs than it is receiving. Some 
languages are supported by contracts and external groups. However, these con
tracts are adjusted to accommodate changes in requirements. 

So what is news! 
It is time for a review of this process and its effectiveness. First, Data General 

as a corporation has changed drastically since December 1991. Its market direc
tions and product sets have also changed. Many languages have new support 
structures, and some products are no longer supported. We have already taken the 
first step in the change process. RFEs are now available online through DASH. If 
you 're a NADGUG member, you can look on DASH and find out about your RFE. 
This is new, and we are looking at this process and how it might be improved. 

The first improvement should be in place by the time this message is pub
lished. DG has agreed to move RFEs to an open section of DASH. Once in place, 
any NADGUG member will be able to comment on an RFE and evaluate its merit. 

Continued on page 6 
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DATA GENERAL HARDWARE 
WE WILL BEAT ANY LEGITIMATE QUOTE, CALL US WITH YOUR BEST OFFER! 

TAPE DRIVES 

676010 G/B 8MM TAPE $2,700 
6587 1600BPI NEW/USED 1,3001750 

6762 4MM 4/8GB OAT 1,200 
2 G/B TAPE SUBSYSTEM (MV) 1,800 

6435 SCSI TAPE CTRLR 500 
6677 320/525MB TAPE DRIVE 750 

6577150MB CTD 350 
6341 RlR SCSI DRIVE IN CAB. 300 

6300 TAPE 6250 BPI 400 
4307-H DUAL DENSITY 300 

1.2 G/B OAT TAPE FOR MV2000 950 

PRINTERS 

6425 DEMAND DOCUMENT $1 ,200 
443480 COL. SER/PAR 150 

4364 600LPM BAND 300 
DG 6640-T 9 PPM LASER DEMO 650 

4327-A 300LPM BAND PTR 250 
GENICOM 3410-XBQ BAR CODE 400 
4531 WIDE WONDER PRINTER 200 

MIT 85/86 PRINTERS 125 
6194 TP-2 CONSOLE PRINTER 250 

6215 PRINTER 550 
DG 6515 PRINTER 350 

COMMUNICATIONS 

4626C LAC 32 PCB RS232 $1 ,500 
lAM - 8 DUAL 8 PORT W/MODEM 400 

LAC16/2 (4713) RS2321 ,050 
G2784 WALKABOUT W/MODEM 200 

4562 LAN FOR MV2I5500 350 
46198 PORTTRANSCEIVER 250 
4610 TERM SERVER RS422 400 

4540-A TRANSCEIVER NEW W/CABLE 125 
4623 IAC/24 WITCB 750 

IAC-16 OR IAC-16/2 WITCB 100 
G4811 DISTRIB PANEL 200 

lAC 8 OR 8/2 WITCB 100 
ZETACO LPC-3 PTR CTRL 150 

DISK 

CLARiiON 20 SLOT DESKS IDE $10,000 
7916-ZA 1GB CLARiiON DISK 1,400 

6662 332MB HH SCSI DISK 500 
6796 520MB SCSI S/E OR DlFF 350 

6554 662MB SCSI DISK FH 700 
6239 592MB DISK DRIVE 500 
68422 G/B DlFF SCSI-2 2,000 

6843 2 G/B WIDE DIFF SCSI-2 2,000 
6841 2 G/B 5400RPM DISK 2,000 
6433 HRMC DISKITAPE CTRL 500 

6581 500MB RAMS DISK 500 
61000 520MB FAST SCSI 800 

6443 322MB FH SCSI DISK 400 
6631 600MB RAMS SIS 850 

AVIIONS/OPTIONS 

AV5225+ W/64MB REV 52 $8,000 
AV9500 W/256MB & 15GB CLAR. 98,000 

AV6200 W/16MB & CHASSIS 5,000 
AV5200, 16MB, 322MB, 150MB 5,000 

AV7407-V SCSI CONTROL 650 
AV7404 VME SYNC CONTROL 450 

AV7418 VDA 255 AV4XXXl5XXX 900 
AV7405 LAN PCB W/CABLE 950 

AV72068 BIT GRAPHICS PKG 1,100 
AV7408 SMD DISK CONTROL 400 

AV7421 SCSI-2 CONTROLLER 1,300 
AV7430 SCSI-2 DUAL CONTROL 1,500 

AV7000 4MB MEMORY SIMMS 250 
AV41 00 2nd CPU 70081 ,600 
AV7406 ASYNC VME 16900 

AV4000, 16MB, 332MB, 150MB 3,200 
AV400, 16MB, 332MB, 150MB COLOR 3,500 

DISPLAYS 

0/217 GRN/AMB USED $220 
5233BC 0412+ BAR CODE NEW 250 

0/210, 0/211 , 0/214125 
D/578-A W/KYBD 200 
0/412+ W/KYBD 200 

0/462 A OR G W/KYBD 250 
0/216+ GREEN W/KYBD 180 
0/412 AMBER W/KYBD 225 

D/216-G MODEL 2 W/KYBD 165 
D/216+E GREEN W/KYBD 225 

0/462+ W/KYBD 350 
0/210, 211 , 214, 215, W/KYBD CALL 

0/461 GRAPHICS W/KYBD 175 
0/410-0/460 W/KYBD 120 

0/230 COLOR W/KYBD NEW/USED 350/275 
0/411 W/KYBD 165 
D/1400i WHITE 350 

CHASSIS 

CSS/l BROWNIWHITE $400 
CSS/2 RM 900 

CSS/3 RM USED 1,500 

MV HARDWARE 

MV9500 SYSTEM W/8MB $2,500 
MV40000 COMPLETE BOARD SET CALL 

MV15000-8/10/20 COMPLETE CALL 
MV18000-SX W/8MB CHASSIS 2,000 

MV15/20 MID PCB REV 63/64600 
MV7800-XP-4MB W/CHASSIS 950 

MV2000-2 W/4MB,21 MB TAPE 1,200 
MV15/20 EXPANSION CHASS 500 
MV30000-JOB PROCESSOR 5,000 

MV40000 ECL PROCESSOR SIS 2,200 
MV40000 EClIC PCB 2,000 

MV40000 CI PCB 2,000 
MV40000 SYSTEM IF (MRC) 2,000 

80108 32MB FOR MV95/9600 3,200 
MV1000, 4MB, 179MB, 21MB 1,050 

MV7800-XP 10 MB ADDON MEM 750 

A$$ET REMARKETING CORPORATION 
13660 Wright Circle • Tampa, FL 33626-3030 

(813) 891-6330 (800) 272-9993 FAX (813) 891-6918 
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INTEGRATION 

THE RIGHT MOVE 
THE FIRST TIME. 

The executive committee ha decided that your 
company's key to su tainable competitive advantage 
i a Strategic Move into open systems computing. 
They have read article or attended seminar touting 
the wonder of economical mainframe alternative 
and flexible client/server databa es, RAID, Window 
application, U IX, T, Micro oft Office, local area 
network, terminal emulation, imaging, and electronic 
data interchange (EDI) etc. It all sOllnd 0 imple ... 

SO WHAT'S YOUR NEXT MOVE~ 
The pace and complexity of emerging tech

nology i mind boggling and the stake are high. 
An open sy tem integration strategy will keep 
you positioned for a uccessful outcome. Your first 
strategic move? Consult an integration partner. 

t. Data General 
o LATE VAR 

Bach-Tech System, with 15 yeat·s of integration 
and cu tom programming experience is uniquely 
qualified to recommend and integrate the best and 
most table products on the marketplace today. 
Bac-Tech provides you with Otle Stop Shopping, the 
be t of many vendor with one liaison to manage and 
accommodate all your IT project . 

BAC-TECH Systems, Inc. 
270 Lafayette treet ew York, NY 10012 

MVtAVlIO 'CLARIION'TERM ERVER 'TERMINAL EMULAlIO • ALE & INTEGRATION 

1 - 212-334-8288 
Circle 97 on reader service card. 
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EDITOR' NOT E 

, . 
t· ,,

Impending 
• anniversary 

With all the World War II 50-year-anniversary obser
vances going on in 1995, it would seem but a 
minor distraction to mention that Focus magazine 

also has an impending anniversary. Yes, this publication 
soon will have occasion to celebrate its completion of 10 
full years as a magazine devoted to Data General u ers. 

After existing a number of years in the early 1980s as a 
NADGUG newsletter that appeared occasionally, Focus 
tran muted into a full-fledged monthly with the September 
1985 issue. The annual conference that year was held in 
Boston. An ad for a Data General de ktop sy tern an
nounced: "Now ... with up to 140 MB! " 

Are there any charter Focus magazine readers out 
there? We want to hear from you longtime-reader type be
cause of the perspective you possess about how things have 
changed over time. If you've stayed with Focus and Data 
General all along, chances are you've had to make major 
change decisions about your computing environments: from 
RDOS to AOS and AOSIVS(II), and from there to DGIUX; 
from Novas to the MV, and on to Aviion and Clariion. 

Send us your thoughts on what Focus has meant over 
the years. Say a little or a lot. Tell us how you think the 
magazine has changed. Reach us at P.O. Box 200549, 
Austin, TX 78720; phone 512-335-2286 or fax -3083; or In
ternet e-mail: gfarman@zilker.net 6. 

Continued from page 4 

This will also allow for user dialogue, which may in many 
cases provide "work-arounds" for specific problems. The 
primary goal is to provide functionality. If a fellow 
NADGUG member can solve your problem, I feel that you 
have received a ervice. 

We are working on additional ways to provide support. 
One idea is to include in each Focus issue a ection on the 
"STR or RFE of the month." I am uggesting that the first 
"RFE of the month" should be to add a section in Focus to 
support this activity. What do you think? We would also 
like to expand NADGUG' u e of the Internet and Data Gen
eral's World Wide Web page. If you have any comments, 
please feel free to contact me. 6. 

Ed Lindberg is NADGUG Treasurer for 1994-95. He may be 
reached at Western New England College, 1215 Wilbraham 
Road, Springfield, MA 01119; phone 413-782-3111,fax 413-
782-1709, Internet e-mail: elindber@kraken.mvnet.wnec.edu. 

6 JUNE 1995 



PROassottS 
MV60000 HA2 ................................................................................. SAVES 
MV35000 Modell , and MOD 2·6 upgrades .......................................... (011 
MV40000 All Models ............................................................................ (011 
MV30000 Modell , and MOD 2,3,4 upgrades ...................................... .coll 
MV20000 Modell to Model 2 upgrade ............................................. SAVES 
MVI5000·20 upgrade from any system ............................................ SAVES 
MVloooo 4MB .................................................................................... 800 
MV8000·1I 8M8 .................................................................................. .500 
MV9500 and MV9600 Systems ............................................................ .coll 
MV7800/MV7800XP 4MB 16 Slot .......................................... 1,000/1,200 
MV4000 2MB ..................................................................................... .700 
MV2000 Enhon(ed 4MB 160MB Disk ................................................ 1,400 
AViiON 100,300, 400,530 Any (onfigurotion ........................................ (oll 
AViiON 3200, 4000, 4100, 410 Any (onfigurotion ................................. (oll 
AViiON 4300, 4600, 4625, 450 Any (onfigurotion ................................. (oll 
AViiON 4500, 5500, 5225+, 6240 Any (onfigurotion ............................. (oll 
AViiON 8500, 9500 Any (onfigurotionz ................................................. (011 

THOUSANDS Of PARTS FOR DG MACHINES 
PRoaSsott 0Pn0IIs 
4380 IS(·2 (Syn(h) ............................................................................. 225 
8997 Expansion Chassis MVI5, 20 ....................................................... 900 
10766 Expansion Chassis MV35000 ...................................................... (all 
8oo11·HA MR( Free Standing .......................................................... .7,000 
80030 MR( R.A.M.S. (ontroller ............................................................ 900 
80007 Edipes (honnel SIS ............................................................... 4,500 
8762 Expansion Chassis ....................................................................... 600 
4543·B M(PI 8 Asyn( 2 Sync O(H Plr .................................................. 275 
4370 IA(·16 RS232, 20MA, WT(8 ...................................................... 275 
4623IA(·24 w/T(B·24 ....................................................................... 975 
ANY TERMSERVER OR TRANSCEIVER 
4532·A Il( ....................................................................................... 1,500 
4560 LA(·12 ...................................................................................... .350 
45861T(·128 Terminal (ontroller ..................................................... 3,800 
AViiON (omm Equipment ..................................................................... (011 

DISK STORAGE UNITS 
(Joriion Disk Arrays ............................................................................. (all 
Opti(ol Jukeboxes HP and others .......................................................... (011 
79002 2GB Disk for (Ioriion ................................................................ (011 
6239 592MB Disk Subsytem ................................................................ 900 
6363 160MB MV2000/MV1400 .......................................................... 600 
6491 322MB for MV2500 or (SS ......................................................... 900 
6554 662MB for MV2500 or (SS ...................................................... I ,000 
6581 500MB R.A.M.S. Disk .................................................................. (011 
6720 (SS2 1.0GB Disk Subsystem ..................................................... 2, 400 
6685 1.0GB Disk Drive AID ............................................................. 1, I 00 
6621 1.2G8 Rom Disk ...................................................................... 1,150 
6061/6122 Zebra Disks or Ports ....................................................... Offer 
Zeto(o ARZ, SKS and loser Disk Subsystems ........................................ .. (all 
TERMlIW.S 
6165 D460 Monit~r wit~ keyboard ...................................................... 150 
6166·X D410 Monnor WIth keyboard ................................................... 120 
6169·X D2lI Mon~orwith keyboard ................................................... 120 
6391 ·X D214 Mon~orwith keyboard ................................................... 140 
6392.X D215 Mon~or with keyboard ................................................... 145 
6393.X 0411 Monitor wh keyboard ................................................... 150 
6394·X D461 Monitor with keyboard ................................................... 190 
6500 D216 Monitor with keyboard ...................................................... 150 
6567 D412 + Monitor with keyboard ................................................... 295 
6683·X D413 Monitor with keyboard ................................................... 325 
6568 D462 + Monitor with keyboard ................................................... 375 
6693G·X D1400i Mon~or with keyboard .............................................. 285 
Wyse and Sherwood Terminals ............................................................. .coll 

Tms 
6026800/1600 BPI Brown, F(( (ompliont .......................................... 550 
6341·A 1600 BPI Streaming Tope (5(51) ........................................... 1,100 
6299/6300 1600/6250 BPI ............................................................... 950 
6586·A Galaxy Tope (5(51) .............................................................. 3,200 
6587·A 1600 BPI Tabletop (5(51) ..................................................... 3,900 
6760 10GB 8MM ................................................................................. (011 
6590M 2GB Subsystem (SCSI) ......................................................... .l,700 
6588/6589 62508PI Tope (SCSI) ......................................................... (011 

PRINTERS 
Geni(om • Data Products • Data South • Monnesmon Tolly 
MEMORIES 
Doto General and Third party memories available for all systems 

INTERNATIONAL COMPUTING SYSTEMS 
P.o. Box 343 Hopkins, MN 55343 .1 ·800·522·ICSC (4272) 
612/935·8112 • FAX 612/935·2580 



IN GENERAL 

Management 
made easier 

At Uniforum last spring Data General's Aviion Busi
ness Unit showed off new versions of the DG Enter
prise Management PC (DGEM PC) systems man

agement products , OGfUX Manager and OGfUX Clariion 
Manager. Now running from Windows NT workstation
based PCs, the new products provide a broad and powerful 
set of portable "lights-out " management capabilities for Avi
ion and DG/UX system network users. 

DG/UX Manager 1.0 
The Windows NT foundation provides multitaslcing ca

pabilities and other performance and reliability benefits. 
DG/UX Manager 2.0 provides a total integrated management 

DG·UX 
Manager 

Data General 
Enterprise The OGJUX 

Management Manager 
Platform 

Enterprise Environment 
Management 
Station (PC) 

... 1 .......... ·r ··· 
I 

OG-UX OG-UX OG-UX 
Management Management Management 

Agents Agents Agents 

OG-UX OG-UX OG-UX 

and monitoring platform, complete with user priority assign
ment and management action displays accessed directly 
from the Status-at-a-Glance interface. 

"Systems management continues to be cited as a major 
user requirement in the successful implementation and oper
ation of Unix-based client-server networks ," said Joel 
Schwartz, vice president and general management of the 
Aviion Business Unit. 

New versions of DG/UX Manager and DG/UX Clariion 
Manager continue to be based on Hewlett-Packard 's 
HT/OpenView. Worlcing from a Windows NT PC, adminis
trators can manage networks of Aviion servers and their sub
systems including processors , memory, network connec
tions , file systems, printers , and peripherals. Three levels of 
DG/UX Manager 2.0 access are available: Supervisor with 
fuJI access; Operator with access except to password defini
tion and other controls; and Observer , which is a view-only. 
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DG/UX ClarUon Manager 1.1 
Expanded to support networks of NT servers, in addition 

to networks of Unix-based servers and clients, DG/UX Clari
ion Manager 1.1 provides resource management for contem
porary multi-tiered enterprise computing solutions, such as 
the three-tier architecture of SAP R/3 , supported by DG Avi
ion servers and NT-based PCs. 

Critical events in the network's Clariion disk-array re
sources are indicated using on-screen color, e-mail, beepers, 
or other remote alert devices. The system maintains fuJI sta
tistical records of disk-array activity to support the manage
ment of these resources. 

Enterprise Management PC 
The Windows-NT-based PC is the platform for the DGEM 

Pc. Hardware requirements include 32 MB of memory, at 
least 55 MB available disk space, SVGA or greater color mon
itor (800 x 600 minimum), and a mouse. The software com
plement for the DGEM PC consists of Windows NT Worksta
tion 3.5, HP/OpenView for Windows Workgroup Node Man
ager 1.0, basic TCP/IP applications, and X-server software. 

Typical configurations of DG/UX Manager start at 
$2 ,150. Existing users who provide the NT-based hardware 
complement are upgraded for $1 ,500, or at no charge for cus
tomers with existing support contracts. Typical DG/UX Clari
ion manager configurations start at $2,150. Platform software 
for the DGEM PC is $2,040. 

'Lights-out' capabilities 

Data General 's "Lights-Out" approach to constantly 
available computing combines highly available 
servers and storage products , the DG/UX operating 

system, and system-management tools to reduce downtime 
and control the cost of operating and managing these sys
tems. 

"Data General is focused totally on meeting the round
the-clock computing needs of high-end commercial cus
tomers ," said Vice President Joel Schwartz of the Aviion 
Business Unit. "These are enterprises that we characterize as 
having large number of users , who do large numbers of 
transactions, and have large databases. " According to Mr. 
Schwartz, Data General holds a strong position in the high
end marketplace, with International Data Corporation (IDC) 
ranking DG as the number-three supplier of commercial Unix 
systems priced between £100,000 and $1 million in 1994, 
based on estimated worldwide revenues. In addition, IDC re
ported that DG's revenues grew faster than any other vendor 
relative to 1993 in that category. 

High-end clusters 
Data General offers high-availability servers that can be 

linked into clusters to enhance overaJl performance and en
sure even greater data availability. 

"The ability to cluster systems is crucial to large enter
prise customers who need continuous access to data and ap
plications," said Mr. Schwartz. 
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Joining with Oracle 

Data General and Oracle Corporation have pushed be
yond traditional barriers in service and support with 
their announcement that DG has joined Oracle in the 

Enterprise Solutions Program (ESP) strategic business initia
tive. The program will give large commercial database and 
application users a single point of contact for consulting, 
sales, and support for all major Oracle products on DG's Avi
ion server platform. 

"Data General 's high-availability Aviion servers and 
established record of delivering quality support for mission
critical commercial applications are a perfect match with Or
acle 's Enterprise Solutions Program," said Thomas Hilde
brand, vice president of Oracle 's Unix RISC Products Divi
sion. 

Program components 
Through its Systems Integration organization, Data Gen

eral currently sells , installs, and supports the Oracle7 Coop
erative Server database, the full suite of Oracle Cooperative 
Applications products, and Oracle's set of software develop
ment tools under a reseller agreement. 

• Joint engineering projects to extend the interaction of 
high-availability features between DG/UX and Oracle 7 data
base's parallel server capabilities for mission-criti cal busi
ness applications. 

• Increased emphasis on workload testing and integration 
to achieve the optimal configuration for an individual cus
tomer's application , including testing and verification of 
third-party products. 

• A single support number providing customer access to 
combined resources of Oracle 's Mission Critical Support 
Center and Data General 's Global Support Center. 

Oracle is a $2 billion company with headquarters in 
Redwood Shores, California. 

Tailor-made 

The Men's Wearhouse, a Houston-based chain of 236 
men's clothing stores in its third year as a public com
pany, planned to add 50 stores in throughout the Unit-

ed States in fiscal 1995 but needed to re
place its pOint-of-sale host system, im
plemented originally in 1987. The tai
lor-made "data warehouse" was pro
vided by Data General and Executive 
Management Information Services 
(EMIS) , a Houston-based V AR. 

The new system consists of two top
line Aviion 9500 servers coupled with 
Clariion storage and Merit Technology's 

486-based sales terminals running UnixWare 1.1 from Nov
ell , Inc. Applications for pOint-of-sale functions, store man
agement, inventory control , and personnel will soon add 
imaging capabilities and enterprise-management tools . 

"Users were thrilled that the system processed com-
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mands and functions much faster than the previous sys
tem," said Men's Wearhouse co-founder Harry Levy. Each 
new system runs at about three times the speed of the previ
ous system. During a busy holiday season in December 
1994, the Aviion system provided custom financial and in
ventory results on demand. Executives now can do more 
sophisticated database queries and compare multiple pa
rameters to observe buying patterns, manage inventory, and 
determine financial status. 

Remote paging 

Paging Network, Inc. , a growing provider of paging ser
vices in the United States, with offices in 80 cities and 
more than 5 million subscribers nationwide, ex

perienced a 46-percent increase in its business during 1993. 
The company called on Data General early in 1994 to install 
23 Aviion servers and provide on-site service and support. 
Aviion 9500s at remote PageNet locations across the U.S. 
support client-server applictions including billing, paging 
interface , office automation, and reseller applications. 
Servers employ fail-around redundant internal componetry 
to ensure optimal performance, and are supported by Clari
ion disk and tape arrays. 

"Choosing Aviion was a pragmatic decision ," said 
Kevin Broadway, vice president of information systems. 

"The servers not only enabled us to immediately build on our 
existing Unix environment, but gave us the maneu
verability-from a microprocessor and operating systems 
standpOint-that we require for the future." 

The Star brand 

Star Enterprise manufactures, distributes, and markets 
petroleum products under the Texaco brand name. The 
company has also worked at staying competitive, in 

,..----------, part, by installing Aviion systems in 
various locations including its Houston 
headquarters and refineries in Texas , 
Louisiana, and Delaware. More than 
2,000 potential users in 24 states in the 
Eastern U.S. and Gulf Coast have im
mediate access to marketing, manufac

'-----------' turing, administration, and financial 
data. A Clariion system runs the data warehouse with more 
than 100 GB of storage. 

"During the initial stages of the shift to a Unix open sys
tem from a proprietary mainframe and microcomputer sys
tem in 1990, we naturally had concerns regarding downtime, 
performance, and support," said Gary Richardson, director 
of information technology services. "Data General's ability to 
build solutions by listening to concerns and reacting accord-
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DISK_PAK Online! 
The only disk management tool for Data 
General MV computer systems that can 
easily defragment files and optimize disk 
performance with no downtime. 

All products listed are trademarks of their 
respective companies 
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DISK_PAK for UNIX 
The first disk and file defragmenter to optimize performance 
for commercial UNIX operating systems. Available on DG/UX, 
SunOS, Solaris, AIX, SCO/UNIX, CLIX and HP-UX. 

Call the EAGLE Software Sales Hotline: 

1-800-477-5432 
EAGLE Software, Inc. · P.O. Box 16 · Salina, KS 67402-0016 
Fax: (913) 823-61 85 · email: info@eaglesoft.com 
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ingly and promptly, coupled with their wealth of tech
nological knowledge and experience, has alleviated this 
concern." 

IS-year relationship 

F
ounded in 1901, Dallas-based Foxworth-Galbraith op
erates multiple, diverse lumber and building materials 
centers through the American Southwest, in 1994 

achieving net revenues totaling $350 million. The company 
computerized in 1980, and began what has become a 15-

year relationship with Data General. 
Today the company runs Aviion AV 
9500 and AV 5500 servers with failover 
capabilities, plus 100 GB of storage in 
Clariion disk and tape arrays. The sys
tem operates in realtime using frame 
relay with Sprint communications ser
vices. Imaging applications may be in 
the near future. Foxworth-Galbraith ex
ecutives at the Dallas headquarters can 
track status of all the company's South
western locations, as well as overall in

ventory, and can produce comprehensive financial reports 
and applications. 

2nd-quarter loss 

Despite slightly increased revenues, Data General re
ported an $11.1 million net loss (30 cents per share) 
for the second quarter of fiscal year 1995. According 

to a condensed consolidated statement of operations re-
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leased by the company (see chart), revenues were $283.8 
million for the quarter ending March 25. Revenues for the 
comparable quarter in 1994 were $282.9 million. The com
pany lost $48 million that quarter ($1.35 per share), with fig
ures then including a $35 million restructuring charge. 

For the first six months of fiscal 1995 the company re
ported net income of $13.1 million, or 35 cents per share. 
This figure includes a one-time, pre-tax gain of $44.5 million 
resulting from the recent settlement of a software copyright 
infringement and trade secret lawsuit against Northrop 
Grumman Corporation. 

"The second-quarter results were disappointing, particu
larly in terms of revenue performance," said Data General 
President and Chief Executive Officer Ronald L. Skates. 

Revenues in the company's Aviion server line were flat , 
year over year and compared to the first quarter. "We have 
been focusing our sales efforts on larger enterprises which 
are moving to client-server technology," said Mr. Skates. 
"These efforts involve investments in longer sales cycles and 
in stronger relationships with key software providers. Al
though the benefits of these investments are not yet reflected 
in our revenues, we remain convinced that this sales strategy 
is essential to future revenue growth." 

As DG introduces new Aviion products later this year 
and further strengthen its software partnerships, Mr. Skates 
added, "We will have Significant opportunity to gain new 
enterprise-server class customers." 

Cost reductions 
In light of the second-quarter results, Mr. Skates said the 

company has identified and begun implementing additional 
cost-reduction steps. "These include further worldwide 

workforce reductions , the majority of which will 
be completed during our third fiscal quarter, 
which ends in June." Between 500 and 600 em
ployees will be affected by workforce reductions. Condensed Consolidated Statements of Operations 

(In millions except per-share amounts) 
Q tr . En d e d 

Revenues Jl15195 3116194 
6 Mos. End ed 

J /15195 3/16/94 

At the end of the second quarter Data General 
had approximately 5,600 employees. 

Costs associated with workforce reduction, 
along with other cost-reduction progranls primar
ily related to real estate, will be reported in the 
company's third quarter as a restructuring charge 
of approximately $40 million. 

Product ................................................ $184.0 $184.3 
Service ....................................................... 99.8 98.6 

Total revenues ..... ....... ........ 283.8 282.9 
Costs & expenses 

Cost of product revenues .................. 122.3 
Cost of service revenues ...................... 64.4 
Research & development...... ................ 19.6 
Selling. general. 

& administrative ............................... 87.1 
Restructuring charge ............................. -

Total costs & expenses ....... 293.4 
Loss from operations .................................. (9.6) 
Interest income ........................... ................... 2.$ 
Interest expense .............................................. 3.$ 
Other income. net ...................................... -
Loss before income taXes ........................ (10.6) 
Income tax provision ..................................... 0.$ 
Net loss ....................................... $(11.1) 
Primary & fully diluted 

net loss per share ................................. $(0.30) 
Weighted average shares 

outstanding .............................................. 36.9 
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37.6 

234.4 
120.$ 
46.2 

174.1 
3$.0 

6 10.2 
(66.1) 
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7.0 
2.3 

(68.0) 
1.1 

$(69.1) 

$( 1.9$) 
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Clariion growing 
Data General experienced 40-percent growth 

compared to the first quarter of 1995 in its line of 
open Clariion storage subsystems. "Our expecta
tion is that Clariion will continue to experience 
strong growth throughout the remainder of fiscal 
1995," said Mr. Skates. 

During the second quarter of fiscal 1995, DG's 
Clariion Business Unit strengthened its world
wide distribution channel by adding several new 
partners. Included was an agreement with Silicon 
Graphics, Inc., which will use Clariion disk ar
rays with its Challenge line of network resource 
servers. 6 
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AGEMENT 

Two ords: Log everything 
The administrative side of system management is the one 

that will tax your brain and make or break you. 

Editor's Note: This ar
ticle has been excerpted 
from The Keys to Suc-

cessful Unix System 
Monogement. © 1995, 
published by Prentice 
Hall PTF; 3 16 pages; 
ISBN: 0-13-948381 

(94838-0). 

Software 

Disaster recovery 

Y
OU may be a consummate wizard technically, but if 
you cannot prioritize the services you provide and 
emergencies you will encounter in your job, no one 
will be satisfied enough to notice. On the other 

hand, you may be little more than adequate in your technical 
skills, but the ability to stay organized-to know what needs 
to be done and when, and to make it happen, through your 
own talents or the talents of others-can make you the most 
valuable system administrator around. 

Organization is the key to being a successful system 
administrator. Many aspects of the job are not technical in 
nature. You must track problems to some sort of resolution. 
You must maintain good relationships with vendors and ser
vice people who help you do your job. You will most likely 
be the focal point for anything that has to do with the com
puter environment, technical or otherwise. This may be any
thing from drawing up the budget for computer equipment 
and staff expenditures for the next fiscal year, all the way 
down to ordering new paper for the printer. 

Information management 
Documenting local information is almost as important as 

doing backups. Writing things down seems like busy work, 
and this is usually left until one has the time. Unfortunately, 
no one ever has the time, so it goes undone. I finally made 
the time and was never so glad about having done so. Other 
system administrators, and even users, were able to find 
information when I wasn't around (including a couple of 
emergencies). Of course, it was easier to justify the time 
after the need was obvious than it would have been before
hand. We recorded information such as: 

Don't-panic attitude 

Continuing education Equipment maintenance 

• The history of the environment. 
• Computer room eqUipment, sensors, and alarms. 
• Networking and dial-in information. 
• Hardware and software information. 
• Secur ity procedures and information. 
• Purchasing and procurement procedures. 

Try to write down as much of what you carry around in your 
head as you can. In the worst case, if something should hap
pen to you unexpectedly, all will not be lost. Even in ordi
nary circumstances, others can find information without 
having to interrupt you to ask, which is extremely useful if 
you have a staff of several administrators. 

You cannot hope to document everything immediately, 
especially in an environment with a previous history. Once 
you begin to keep your records, however, document every
thing as you do it. Try to fill in the history you know or can 
discover as you have the time. But don't put off starting just 
because you can't create the complete picture immediately. 
The longer you wait, the more information you will be miss
ing. 

Activity log and problem-tracking 
The advice here is simple: log everything. Keep track of 

your local modifications to hardware and software, prob
lems encountered by your users, visits by vendors, repairs 
and preventive maintenance performed by vendors, or any
thing else that changes any part of your computing environ
ment. This not only helps you find what you did to solve 

by R. King Ables Continued on page 15 
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THE COMMON SENSE SOLUTION • •. 

IT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GETTING A JOB DONE , AND GETTING IT DONE RIGHT. 

And the key to getting the most out of your Data General 

computers is joining The North American Data General 

U ers Group. Just one solution from a fellow member can 

more than pay for the cost of belonging. NADGUG is your 

common sense connection to expert users of Data General 

products, including AViiON systems, CLARiiON storage 

solutions, PCs, and ECLIPSE MY systems. Behind the 

connections are Focus Monthly Magazine, an annual 

member directory, direct user influence with Data 

General, Annual Education Conference & Exposition, 

support help, bulletin board, and a software library. To 

join or for more information about how you can get the 

most out of your Data General computers, call 1-800-253-

3902, ext. 1222, or 508-443-3330, ext. 1222. 

NORTH AMERICAN 
DATA GENERAL -USERS GROUP -
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S YSTEM M ANAGEMENT 

To-do list 
• New-user info: When new users 

arrive, the chances of their knowing how 
things work are slim. Providing an in
formation document or packet can go a 
long way toward making them feel less 
out of touch. Info should include general 
"How To's" about printing, dialing in, 
sending e-mail, reporting problems, and 
asking questions. 

• Local network info: Keep a 
map of your network-diagram of net
work cables and major connections 
(routers and bridges); physical and logical 
network info. office connections, all dial-in 
and dial-out lines; any other external net
work connections and locations of as
sociated log files; all network cables, 
twisted-pair cables, and even power tails 
and power cords under the computer
room floor. 

• Equipment inventory: All 
computer equipment, tools, spare parts. 

and other devices for which you're re
sponsible; list of workstations, printers. 
lists should include the equipment name 
and model, serial number, location, 
user(s), hardware configuration, and 
operating system version information. 

• Software installation: The 
philosophy for installing local software, 
what directories are used, who has ac
cess, how licensing is accomplished, and 
how software is upgraded. Include any 
special locations for software or any spe
cial configuration processes to make soft
ware available in the local environment. 
You will not always be the person in
stalling new software. 

New system installation: 
Rarely can you install a new workstation 
just as it shipped from the vendor. Every 
site makes local customizations. Adding 
users. making remote file systems avail
able, adding printing capabilities, and 

adding the new host to the local host 
table or database are all normal parts of 
adding a system to a local environment. 
Maintain lists of all tasks required (for 
each type of host). 

• Emergency: You will not always 
be present when some emergency oc
curs. When time is critical no one may 
have time to ready anything more than 
the emergency shutdown section of your 
procedures. but if the info exists, it is at 
least possible it will be used. list staff 
members to call. Each procedure should 
describe a specific course of action to 
take in the case of any likely emergency 
(fire. power failure. air-conditioning fail
ure, water accumulation). 

• Software invent o ry: A list of 
software, revision levels, machines li
censed, and any dependencies. Docu
ment any software package services to 
the local network, what hosts are in
volved, any other resources upon which 
they depend, and where software came 
from. Keep track of who's expert at 
what. 

AOSNS to NETWARE INTEGRATION 

.n. NElWARE IIJ -' = ENVIRONMENT Inlil lEl ~ 

ECLIPSE SERVE\~ PC UNIX VAX VMS 

AOSNS 
MAC 

NOVELL Brings NetWare into Open Systems networking with support for industry standard 
NFS ( Network File System) and TCP/IP networking protocols. Your NetWare servers already 
have the foundation for an enterprise-wide Open Systems integration strategy. 

C&C brings AOSNS into Open Systems networking by providing NFS and TCP/IP networking 
solutions for AOSNS systems. You get network terminal access, file transfer, file sharing, backup, 
printing , electronic mail , and much more. This high performance, cost-effective software will allow 
you to utilize industry standard protocols. 

Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 
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INDUSTRY STANDARD NETWORKING SOLUTIONS 

203 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF 
NORTHBORO, MA 01532 
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Continued from page 12 

that problem six months ago, but it 
also helps ju tify raises and staffing in
creases, and helps you write regular 
status reports for management. Along 
with your log you may want to keep 
track of the time involved to solve 
problems, ins tall software, or make 
system upgrades as well. This allows 
you to show where your time is going. 

Keeping activity information on
line is a useful mechanism when pos
sible. This makes searching for key
words or specific information fairly 
easy. However, online information is 
not always portable. If you choose to 
keep your logs on paper, you'll want to 
have a logbook with numbered pages 
so you can cross-reference topics to 
facilitate future lookup of information. 

More To-do list 

• Backup: Fully document your 
schedule, tape rotation schemes, loca
tions of tapes and logs, and software 
used to create backups, along with ex
amples of how to restore a file or en
tire file system. 

• Purchasing and procure
ment: List any forms you fill out. 
what items you buy from which ven
dors, contacts for sales and support at 
vendor companies. who in your orga
nization has signing authority for what 
purchase levels, and what path com
pleted forms should take within your 
organization. 

• Replenishing consumable 
supplies: The most inglorious and 
mundane task-replacing printer paper 
and ribbons. toner cartridges. 
diskettes. or tapes. Instructions for re
placing things should be included in 
your procedures documentation. along 
with the locations where these sup
plies are stored. 

• Security procedures: Doc
ument any procedures that apply to 
the use of the computing environment, 
and any procedures you follow that 
are above and beyond what is specified 
by a companywide policy. New users 
should understand what kinds of ac
cess and data are available. and what is 
necessary to be approved for special 
access to data or networks. The more 
you can explain the rationale for re
strictions, the more users will ap
preciated what is being protected and 
why. ~ 
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Sv TEM MA T 

You may also want to do some sort of 
topic indexing or margin notations of 
subjects. 

One of the most visible parts of 
your job as a system administrator is to 
track problems encountered by your 
users. Whether you fix the problem or 
a vendor provides you with a fix. in 
your users' eyes you are ultimately re
sponsible for making sure the problem 

is fixed. The classic problem system 
administrators face is prioritizing time 
to work on problems. The ability to 
separate the critical problems from the 
noncritical is essential to providing 
good service, but one that a surprising 
number of people either do not pos
sess or choose not to use. 

Don't let yourself fall into "fire
fighting" mode. constantly servicing 

Circle 25 on reader service card. 



Sv TEM MA T 

the most recent request regardless of 
what or how important it may be. 
Once you lose sight of the overall ac
tivity of your computing environment, 
you lose the ability to prioritize. Then 
you have no choice but to run around 
randomly, fixing whatever you can get 
to at the moment. Chaos will result 
and people will see it. 

Another common pitfall is to ser-

vice simple requests first just to get 
them off your list. While there is merit 
in simplifying that ever-growing "To 
Do" list, and a simple request de erve 
a quick fix so the user can go on, con
centrating on easy problems will rele
gate complex problems to the bottom 
of your list where they will likely re
main . Often the only solution i to 
schedule time to work on some of your 
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Feeling up in the air as 10 

how to replicate certain 
features available with 
AOSNSTM when you move 
to UNIX? You oUght to be 
entirely comfortable that you 
migration strategy will allow 
you to re-create everything 
currently available in your 
existing system. Porting 
your existing applications to 
DGJUXTM should not entail 
any sacrifice of functionality. 
If you are concerned that this 
might be the case, consider 
these products: 

l.A.M.P. ™ is a package 
of migration utilities and the 
T.B.A.M.TM data manager 
that will allow you to quickly 
and easily move your 
INFOSTM flies and 
applications to DG/UXTM. 

Intuitive Office™ is an office automation product that is 
keystroke compatible to CEOTM, yet boasts many of the advanced 
features that our enhanced filing system provides, like recoverability. 

S.A.I.D.TM will make your programmers eternally grateful to 
you, because they will not have to learn vi. This text editor has all the 
features of SEDTM plus i(s quicker and the old bugs have been fixed. 

UTILITIES, UTILITIES AND MORE UTllITIES. __ 
We have assembled a wide variety of software to emulate VS 
functions. Functions like Q-batch, sort-merge and superior security 
are available for UNIX. So if you'd like to take advantage of what 
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more complex problems. Sometimes 
bringing in outside re ources ( uch a 
consultants) to work on well-defined, 
complex problems will help progress 
on the problem without requiring you 
to devote large chunks of time to them. 

In a small environment people 
imply contact you when they have a 

problem. The larger the in tallation , 
the more people you have working on 
the problems. A large site will need a 
problem-distribution mechanism. You 
don't want omeone topping just any 
support staff member in the hall and 
a king about the problem. You want a 
formal system for ubmitting requests 
(probably bye-mail), where the most 
appropriate staff member can be as
signed the task. In this case the distrib
ution mechanism can also track and 
log the work done. This information 

Saving future 
headaches 

I thought the first manager who 
invited me to department meetings 
was wasting my time as well as his. I 

would go and sit and listen to people 
talk about their specific projects and 
feel that it all had almost nothing to do 
with my work. In one early meeting, I 
was listening to a project leader give 
the status of a project. He said they 
were about to place an order for a 
specific workstation. They planned to 
port their product to the new 
architecture and send it to a potential 
customer for evaluation. I perked up 
and asked why they purchased that 
workstation rather than what we 
already used. The answer: the graphical 
display was faster and of higher quality, 
and the customer needed a high-quality 
display. 

Then I asked if the software vendor 
had ported its graphics package to this 
other workstation (which I knew had 
not been done).The plan was to run 
the same software that ran on our in
house workstations. The people on this 
project were former MS· DOS 
programmers who were assuming 
everything ran everywhere. After the 
meeting we were able to get together 
and change the order so that 
everything would work together. By in· 
vesting 30 minutes in a meeting up 
front, I saved myself weeks of headache 
down the line. - R.K.A. II 
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can be used to generate reports about 
the resources used to solve internal 
problems (and justify more staff, when 
necessary) . If you run a site by your
self, you must keep a list of what you 
work on so that you can convey to 
upper management what you're spend
ing time on. 

Even when a problem require ac
tion from a vendor, it will be up to you 
to track progress. Simply passing the 
problem on to a vendor and then 
crossing it off your list mayor may not 
get the problem solved for the user. 
The user is expecting you to see that 
the problem is fixed , one way or an
other. 

Procedures and planning 
Much of system management in

volves establishing and enforcing pro
cedures. Although creating policy may 
not seem like a fun technical activity, 
creating effective policy requires a 
good understanding of the issues in
volved , most of which are technical. A 
technically inexperienced system 
administrator may seem like a good 
person to put in charge of procedures, 
but often he or she is the wrong person 
for the job. 

Policies are the rules of the com
puting environment. They help users 
know how they need to behave, and 
they provide information about what 
the support staff can and cannot do for 
them. Don' t let crisis dictate policy. 
Define policies ahead of time when 
you can think them through calmly 
and reasonably. 

Most computing environments are 
constantly changing. You may plan to 
reach some level of stability one day, 
where machines don 't move and soft
ware doesn't require updates , but you 
will never live to see that day. Plan
ning for inevitable changes to your en
vironment should be a part of your 
daily life. These changes may be as 

R. King Ables has been managing sys
tems and networks and developing 
systems and network-management 
tools since 1983. He currently does 
freelance writing, programming, and 
systems administration consulting in 
Fort Collins, Colorado. 
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simple as finding a location for a new 
software package someone, or space for 
a new server. They may be as compli
cated as moving the entire environment 
to a new building, or even to a new 
city. 

Keep up with what's going on in 
the company. Go to as many of the 
meetings to which you are invited as 
possible (and encourage management to 

keep you "in the loop" with issues that 
concern the computing environment). 
Staying involved with the planning 
being done by management is the best 
way to have good information to do 
your own planning. You may also find 
that management makes invalid as
sumptions about technical issues. If 
you participate in the discussion , you 
can correct such problems. 6 
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SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 

An • ongoing 
evolution 

Rapidly growing PC networks demand workable stan

dards. Plus: staff and user training, remote access, Oracle 

applications, and user migrations. 

The site: 
City of Glendale, 

Arizona 

O
ur PC network has grown 
rapidly, to say the least. 
We now have approxi
mately 250 devices and 

users and have added three more 
fileservers. We have yet to experi
ence a single hardware problem 
with our three original Data Gener
al fileservers , which are still in 
very active service. A study con
ducted by a private consulting 
company provided excellent guid
ance for us to convert our remain
ing devices and users to the Novell 
network. We expect to have about 
700 PCs and 900 users within two 
years. 

One finding of the study was 

1~m~~~~~~~? that we are inadequately staffed to 
• provide the necessary support. So 

we are currently preparing to hire 
PC support specialists. We have 
formed a Technical Advisory 
Grou p (TAG), made up of repre
sentatives from different ci ty de-

by Arlene Blouch and Kristine Lambertus 
S PECIAL TO F ocus 
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partments, who have already set stan
dards for PC hardware and software 
purchases. The TAG reviews all non
standard requests and makes recom
mendations to the Computer Steering 
Committee, which is made up of 
deputy city managers, the assistant 
city manager, and police and fire 
chiefs. Efforts are being made to en
force standards as much as possible to 
ensure optimal support. We already 
have a help desk, currently staffed by 
all technical staff in our department. 
Eventually the PC support specialists 
will take over operation of the help 
desk. 

StaH and user training, 
remote access 

Training has become an im
portant issue as users move from char
acter-based terminals to Windows
based PCs. Our public safety depart
ment has an emergency operations 
center equipped with terminals and 
phones for use in a citywide emer
gency but which, fortunately, goes 
largely unused. We replaced terminals 
with PCs and are bringing in certified 
instructors for inhouse training. We 
may eventually have instructors on 
our staff as we did in the past. But 
right now, with the availability of 
qualified instructors, outsourcing is 
our best option. 

Our larger remote sites are con
nected via Tl links and fiber, with 
fileservers at those locations. We have 
numerous small sites with one device 
needing connectivity. For terminals 
needing access to CEO and Oracle, we 
use dialback security through our 
termservers or a leased-line direct 
connection. We are testing two dif
ferent options for remote Netware 
users using a Cubix communication 
server and Novell's Netware Connect. 

Either leased-line or dialback se
curity can be used. The first option 
makes the user a remote node on the 
network. Wordperfect Office Remote 
Client is used to download and syn
chronize the lnbox and Calendar from 
the main lnbox on the fileserver. 
Users go offline to read and respond 
to messages, and then connect again 
to upload responses and new mes
sages to be sent. Access to files on the 
fileserver is made as easily as in the 

office. Novix works in a similar man
ner, only slightly slower. 

The second option involves re
mote control of a processor attached 
locally to the network using 
PCAnywhere. For security reasons, 
modems are not allowed on desktop 
PCs. We use the communication server 
to provide access to the host PC. The 
user accesses WPO and Novix exactly 
as in the office. To move files between 
the fileserver and the local PC hard 
drive, a file-transfer utility must be 
used. Deciding which option is best 
depends on the applications used most 
frequently , but remote control seems 
easiest for most of our remote users. 
From a support standpoint, remote 
node is the most trouble-free. We ex
pect this to be another area of rapid 
growth with the increasing demands 
for telecommuting. 

Oracle applications 
We have been converting all appli

cations from version 6 Oracle on the 
MV systems to version 7 on the Unix 
systems. Currently we have two 
MV /20000s, one MV /9600, and four 
Aviions. All applications on the MVs 
have been converted except for the fi
nancial system (we are currently eval
uating packages). The users ' interface 
to Oracle is at this point totally trans
parent as to which host they are oper
ating on. Our database administrator 
mapped the function keys under Ora
cle so the users needed no retraining 
on application usage. 

But now we faced a different prob
lem. Printers were connected to 
termservers , MV connections, and 
Novell LAN connections. Our users 
needed to print to any printer regard
less of what product they were using. 
Most of our printers were still connect
ed through CEO, so these simply be
came remote printers on the Unix sys
tems. 

The LAN printers were another 
story. We did find the jet-direct Laser 
IVs to be easily connected and used 
within Unix. When users log in they 
are prompted by the login script to en
ter the printer name they will be using. 
Once entered, the value is set up in 
their environment and all reports, 
screen prints, and queries within Ora
cle work correctly. The jet-direct print-
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ers with their TCP/IP connections are 
extremely fast for the users; whereas 
the remote to CEO connections are 
rather slow, but not really all that bad 
when you consider all the steps the 
print job undergoes. 

Printing CEO to a remote LAN 
printer can be accomplished by setting 
up the remote queue to a Unix host 
(XTS II revision 1.30) where the LAN 
printer is defined as a termserver_tcp 
interface . The AOSIVS EXEC com
mands for the remote queue on the 
MV are limited; so we can't do things 
like turning off the header page. Users 
don ' t want a header page included 
with every CEO message and docu
ment printed, so they continue using 
the printers with asynchronous con
nections on the MV systems, rather 
than the Novell LAN printers. 

Also , we do have to remember to 
keep overwriting the Ip macros on the 
MVs with every new revision of 
TCP/IP. The shipped macros do not 
pass control characters to the printers , 
so some of our specialized printing 
with compressed characters and font 
changes fail to work without the fix. 
Additionally, we did have users expe
rience problems with the " wrong 
print" coming out. we traced it down 
to the usage of !usernome in the Ip 
macros. 

Since all prints are under user Ip, 
the print temporary files were being 
overlaid or users received an error that 
the file already existed. We corrected 
this easily by changing the lusernome 
in the macros to lpid since the pid 
number would always be different for 
current users. We STR'ed the problem 
and have had no reported difficulties 
since. 

We currently run large Oracle 
databases on two of our Unix systems. 
Users connect to the appropriate data
base for their application-transpar
ently as to what host they are using 
and where the database is physically 
located. Connections between the 
MVs and the Unix systems work fine. 
All hosts and databases on the net
work play together well. The Oracle 
documentation of MV netgen require
ments was very complete and easy to 
set up. 

Our only "holdouts" at this point 
are our online financial reports . Our 
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budget control reports and appropria
tion ledgers are produced by ICobol 
programs and imported to CEO. Each 
user department can access reports 
and print pages appropriate to their 
groups. This is entirely a wide termi
nal CEO application, so we chose to 
leave at least one terminal in each de
partment for this use. The Novix users 
cannot access CEO. The screen does 
not paint correctly or function keys 
work since Novix is using a VT defini
tion. Once the financial system is con
verted, this last remaining CEO re
quirement will cease to exist. 

User migrations 
When a user department is ap

proaching its scheduled time to con
vert to the Novell LAN applications, 
we print an inventory of the user's fil
ing. It is each user's responsibility to 
convert or delete the CEO filing con
tents. Users who have accumulated 
thousands of documents over the 
years (totally ignoring pleas to clean 
up their filing) look at documents long 
and hard when faced with converting 
and moving them to workstations. 

When the CEO filing is clean, we 
modify the aliases under CEO, then 
set up remote aliases to the SMTP 
gateway. When aliases are set up and 
a user has been created as a Wordper
fect Office user, we forward any new 
mail that user may have received and 
delete the CEO user . We currently 
have 715 CEO users remaining, with 
255 already converted. We have our 
work cut out for us over the next cou
ple of years. 

One recent modification came in 
the area of the mail interchange. We 
were losing Mail J messages. For some 
reason, messages were not retaining 
the addressing information and the 
mail was undeliverable. 

Periodically we had to check the 
:USR:SPOOL:MQUfUf to find un
delivered messages, read their con
tents, import them to CEO, and mail 
the ones we could figure out. Data 
General had a fix for the problem, but 
required an update to TCP/JP which 
in turn required an update to SQL, 
XTS, and AOSIVS II. 

The changes went well. The only 
casualty was that we couldn't get the 
6.00 revision of SQL to run, therefore 

DCS and PC*I were unavailable. Our 
options were to back out of the up
dates and continue on with the Mail J 
problems while troubleshooting SQL 
and PC*J, or leave PC*J down. Rather 
than spend the time, effort, and 
money (we didn't have PC*I support) 
to figure out the problem, we decided 
to pull the plug on PC*J. We had only 
about 9 remaining users, all scheduled 
to convert. We moved them up on the 
schedule and deleted PC*I from our 
systems. 

What nextt 
Our future direction will be to 

continue with our workstation en
vironment conversion. New versions 
of Oracle will offer users the advan
tages of GUI-based applications. As 
our users become more comfortable 
with PC-window operations, this will 
be our next step in our application de
velopment. We also have more and 
more need to allow Internet services 
to our users. 

Security is an issue, but as fire
wall techniques improve to stop unau
thorized access this option becomes 
more of a viable alternative. We have 
remote access options in place that we 
can expand as the demand for 
telecommuting grows. Another up
coming project will involve adding fax 
services to our communication server, 
to enable PC users to send and receive 
faxes from their workstations without 
fax/modem boards or dedicated phone 
lines on PCs. We hope to keep the City 
of Glendale progressive in its appli
cations, PC tools , and user education. 

The days of strictly character
based terminals on a proprietary plat
form are gone for good. We are enjoy
ing the ongoing evolution of our sys
tems and user sophistication. 6 

Arlene H. Blouch has worked in the 
data-processing field since 1972. Cur
rently she is Information Systems 
Manager with the City of Glendale, 
Arizona. Prior to that she worked as a 
fie ld support systems engineer for 
Data General in the Phoenix office. 
Kristine Lambertus is a communica
tions network supervisor, certified as 
CNE by Novell, and employed by the 
City of Glendale since 1987. 
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UN X NOTEBOOK 

A German company 
that few in the V .S. 

had heard of just five 

years ago is making a 

big impression these 

da ys in the highly 

competitive market 

for distributed enter

prise management 
software systems. And 

SAP's R/3 works with 

Data General's A viion 

systems. Check it out.. . 

A
n interesting package of 
information arrived recently 
from Data General. One of the enclosed packets described a product called 
SAP R/3. I thought to myself that illooked as if Data General had acquired 

the rights to sell another non-mainstream software package. 
When I get some time, I'll take a look at it, I thought. 
Then the April 24 issue of INFORMATION W EEK magazine arrived, and there on the 

cover was a picture of SAP America's president, Klaus Besier. The cover story was ti
tled: "The SAP Invasion-How the German software vendor conquered the U.S. 
client-server market." (Editor's Note: SAP AG is headquartered in Walldorf, Ger
many, and employs a workforce of more than 4,200 worldwide. SAP America in 
Philadelphia is the largest of SAP's 28 global subsidiaries.) 

INFORMATION W EEK did a 10-page article on SAP's R/3 product. I didn't know I 
had been invaded, let alone conquered. Just five years ago it wa barely known, but 
in 1994 SAP posted $600 million in sales for R/3 System, its client-server product 
line. 

The article went on to note that SAP's application sales were "five times higher 
than those of Microsoft for distributed enterprise systems including groupware, elec
tronic mail, and workflow. And SAP's client-server enterprise applications revenue 
is "four times higher than Oracle, its nearest competitor for software that manages 
accounting, human resources, manufacturing, and distribution functions in large 

by David Novy 
SPECIAL TO Focus 
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business environments." 
The article looked also at how 

SAP "conquered" its market niche. 
The company created software mod
ules that could be readily combined. 
R/3 is not one system but rather a set 
of systems that include integrated 
support for accounting. logistics. and 
human resource management. 

The accounting module supports: 
• General accounting (including 

general ledger. extended general 
ledger. accounts receivable and ac
counts payable. consolidation. finan
cial controlling. financial assets. and 
funds management. 

• Assets management (includ
ing assets accounting. inventory con
trolling. and management of technical 
assets). 

• Controlling (including cost 
center accounting. activity-based cost 
accounting. order and project account
ing. product costing. profitability 
analysis. executive information sys
tems. and profit center accounting). 

The logistics module supports: 
• Production planning and con

trol with control station functions. 
CIM links. and costing functions. 

• Material management covering 
purchasing. invoice verification. in
ventory management. and manage
ment of external services. 

• Sales and distribution covering 

More 
about 

SAP Rl3 
Focus has been out front 
with information about SAP 
R/3. In case you missed it. 
Katherine Jones contributed 
an article that ran in two parts 
in March ("Integrated. and en
terprisewide." page 22) and 
April ("The Aviion high-avail
ability solution." page 14). 

-
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invoicing functions. 
• Plant maintenance. 
• Quality assurance. 

The human resource management 
module supports: 

• Human resource management 
(including applicant data management. 
personnel administration. time man
agement. travel expenses. and payroll 
accounting). 

• Human resource planning (in
cluding organization. job planning. 
personnel development. external train
ing. and costs). 

SAP was well known in Europe 
but not much of a force in the United 
States even three years ago. SAP's 
strategy to penetrate the U.S. market 
was to sell a mainframe-based version 
of its system. called R/2. for a few large 
U.S.-based companies. Once a couple 
of large U.S. companies accepted the 
software. other companies were will
ing to follow. especially when a Win-

UNIX NOTEBOOK 

dows NT client version of the soft
ware was developed-SAP R/3 . Right 
now. some 3.000 companies world
wide have bought the R/3 software. 
including about 300 in the United 
States. Among the 300 U.S. users are 
100 of the largest industrial enter
prises. 

Implementing the software is not 
cheap. An installation can cost typi
cally between $1 million and $10 mil
lion. Most of that is for the consulting 
fees. since companies are using R/3 as 
a means of re-engineering their finan
cial. sales. logistics. and human re
source business practices in the 
process. 

The software is also not without 
problems. Currently there are some 
shortcomings in functionality. a short
age of qualified support personnel . 
migration programs. and questions 
about the software's scalability. 

However. in spite of these costs 
and problems the SAP R/3 product 
does its job very well. In addition. 
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Data General has done an excellent job of integrating SAP 
R/3 into its Aviion hardware platform and the DG/UX op
erating system. Data General allows customers to configure 
SAP R/3 in any way they would want: centralized or de
centralized, presentation layer, client-server (2 or 3 levels). 
The implementation can be done completely with Data 
General PCs and Aviion servers. It can also be implement
ed in a high-availability configuration with two SAP R/3 
servers sharing a Clariion disk array. 

It looks as if Data General has developed a winning 
strategy by closely allying itself with the SAP R/3 product. 
The product is not for everyone, but if a company wants to 
implement SAP R/3 , chOOSing to use Data General hard
ware , software , and support looks to be an excellent 
choice. I:J. 

David Novy is a technical computer specialist at 3M in St. 
Paul, Minnesota. He is past chairman of the AOS/VS spe
cial interest group, and current chairman of NADCUC's 
SIC/UX. 

Notes from last 
month ... 

L
ast month 's Un ix Notebook column was 
about running LAN Manager on Unix and the 
problems I encountered. Well , last week (ac-

tually mid-April) I was finally able to get it to work. 
More precisely, the HP Software Support people got 
it to work after about five hours of tearing out their 
hair. The source of the problem was almost diaboli
cal. What happened: 

Someone had renamed the Bourne shell on the HP 
machine that ran LM/UX. After the Bourne shell 
was removed, a link was installed that connected the 
Bourne shell to the K shell. As everyone knows, the 
Bourne shell and the K shell are fully compatible-at 
least in theory. But it turns out that as far as LM/UX 
is concerned they are not compatible . When 
LM/UX starts, it expects the Bourne shell to pass it 
certain parameters. The K shell did not seem to 
pass these parameters properly. Because the para
meters were not passed, LM/UX did not come on
line properly. Once the Bourne shell was restored, 
everything began to work. - D.N. I:J. 
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SECURITY MANAGEMENT 

O
ne of the challenges for a security adminis
trator is achieving what I call "audit without 
overload. "If the audit activities consume 
excessive resources, or if the audit trail is so 

extensive that it can't be readily analyzed, it serves no 
useful purpose. What makes auditing under DG/UX 
security options so powerful is the fact that it isn't an 
all-or-nothing situation. You can select the events to 
be audited based on the type of event, who the user is, 
and how the user is accessing the system (Le., through 
which service, such as telnet or ftp, and at what time 
of day and from what location). 

Steps in using auditing effectively: 
1. Determine system audit mask. 
2. Determine subject audit masks. 
3. Determine appropriate flags to control the audit 

process. 
4. Start auditing. 
5. Manage the audit trail. 

We'll look at these steps individually. 
I. Determine system audit mask. The systemwide 

audit mask will apply to every session on the system, 
regardless of how initiated. The mask consists of a list 
of event classes and reasons. For any given type of 

by Tom 

event we can choose to audit all occurrences, just 
the succe ful ones, or just the unsuccessful ones. 
Aliases allow us to give short names to complicated 
masks. Figure 4 on page 27 shows some example 
masks. Generally, you don't want a very detailed 
system mask. I usually recommend a mask of (AU
THCMO):ALL+(OPE.NALL):AF-all successful and 
failed login attempts, plus all failed attempts at 
opening files. Once you set the system mask, it re
mains set even when the system is rebooted. 

2. Subject audit masks. In most cases you prob
ably just want to rely on the systemwide audit mask 
for a given user. But you have the ability to specify 
more detailed auditing based on the username, ser
vice, and time-and-Iocation selector. Thus you can 
watch certain users more closely than others, or you 
can watch more closely if the user is corning in re
motely rather than locally. Normally, we set a de
tailed mask when somebody su's to root (C2 or B1) 
or assumes an administrative role (DSO). Subject 
audit masks are stored as part of the overall account 
information for a user. 

3. Set flags. Two flags are provided: "MustAu
dit" and "MustStart". If MustStart is set on, this 
means that auditing must be working before the sys
tem will go into multi-user mode. If auditing is not 

Gutnick 
S PECIAL TO Focus 
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S ECU RI TY M A T 

working for whatever reason, the sys
tem will not leave single-user mode. I 
recommend setting this on (not the 
default value). By contrast, MustAudit 
determines what happens if auditing 
fails once the system is running. If 
MustAudit is on, this means that an 
auditing failure (such as: the file sys
tem for the audit trail has filled up) 
will cause the system to come back 
down to single-user mode-effectively 
crashing off the users rather than al
lowing them to continue unaudited 
processing. If MustAudit is off, the 
audit failure will be ignored. You 'll 
have to decide for yourself whether 
drastic action is called for! Both flag 
settings carryover when the system is 
rebooted. 

4. Turn on auditing. This part is 
easy-either through sysadm (System -
> Security -> Auditing -> Start), or au
dadmin -0 start. You will need to spec
ify a trail file (see the next step). But 
you also need to make sure auditing is 
turned on automatically whenever the 
system reboots. Do this by modifying 
letclinittab; look for the line that starts 
with U# aud"; just delete the # in col
umn 1 and the line will become effec
tive the next time you reboot the sys
tem. 

5. Manage the audit trail. You 
need to provide a path name to a file 
that will store the audit events. If you 
supply a simple filename, it will de
fault to being located under 
letcltcblaudit-but I recommend that 
you create a filesystem specifically to 
hold the audit trails . That way you 
can ensure that the audit disk-storage 
requirements do not affect-and are 
not affected by-other disk activities. 
If you 're really paranoid, this could 

Figure 4: Audit mask examples 

Format is (CLASS) : REASON 

be on a WORM drive, to guarantee that 
the trail is never tampered with. You'll 
want periodically to reduce the data 
and roll them off to tape. More on that 
later. 

Keeping tabs on 
superuser 

One of the chal
lenges is knowing 
what your supe
rusers are up to. Of 
course you trust 

yourself! But on the typical Unix sys
tem, too many people know the root 
password. Here again, DC/UX security 
options provide more help. 

On a generic Unix system, every 
user account has a userid associated 
with it-an integer number. If you look 
at the letclpasswd file, this is the sec
ond field , immediately after username. 
(These data are used by the system; for 
example, in a file 's directory inode, 
rather than storing the name of the 
user who owns the file , it 's this ill that 
is stored, rather than a character string, 
making for a much more compact file 
system.) The problem is that this isn't 
necessarily unique: Unix allows two 
users to have different usernames but 
the same userid, effectively giving 
them equ~l permissions to files . This 
is still true with Trusted DC/UX, but 
each account also has another numeric 
ID, called the authentication ID or au
thid. This one is assigned by the· sys
tem when creating the account. It is 
guaranteed to be unique for each user. 

How is the authid used? Very sim
ple: every audit record includes the 
authid of the process causing the 
event. If you issue a switch-username 
command, the audit record still shows 

Classes are shown in /etc/tcb/audit/audit_mask_defs. 
Reasons are shown in the same file, and are SUCCESS (S), Privilege 

success 
(PS), Authorization failure (AF), Discretionary Access Control 

Failure (OF), 
etc . 

SYSTEM (AUTHCMD): ALL 
FULL ALL: ALL 

(EXEC) :ALL_SUCCESS 
FILEFAIL (OPENALL) :ALL_FAIL 
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SECURITY MANAGEMENT 

Figure 5: Qudprint sample 

TRAIL START time : Tue Jun 14 17:30:19.846910 1994 
previous trail : /usr1/audit/1og3 

AUDIT RECORD : 
time : Tue Jun 14 17 : 30:20 . 011900 1994 
authid=tag(104) , pid=9397 
c1ass=AUDITCTL(4), event=DGAUDITCT(10014), reason=PS(2) , errno=O 
return value : 0 
data as integers: 3 
trail filename : /usr1/tcb-audit/log4 

AUDIT RECORD: 
time : Tue Jun 14 17 : 30:37.746859 1994 
authid=tag(104) , pid=9398 
class=EXEC(16) , event=EXECVE(10062) , reason=S(l) , errno=O 
uid: root(O) 
gid: other(l) 
path: '/sbin/audadmin' 
File system : 13842, File inode: 44354 , Generation : 6023 

AUDIT RECORD : 
time: Tue Jun 14 17:30:37 . 757489 1994 
authid=tag(104) , pid=9398 
class=OPENCREA(35) , event=OPENCREAT(10097) , reason=S(l) , errno=O 
return value: 12 
path: '/usr/lib/libtrust . so.1' 
File system: 24745 , File inode: 60504, Generation: 22524 
data as integers : 0 
permission mode: 0 

MV 15000 MOD 10. CPU Complete ............ $1 .150 LAC 12 .............................................................. 150 
MV 15000 MOD 10. CPU Board ....................... 750 OG 322 SCSi .................................................... 300 
MV 15000 MID Board ................ ....................... 500 OG 160 MB Disk ............................................... 400 
MV 2000 4MB. Flpy .......................................... 500 MV 7800XP CPU .............................................. 500 
MV 40000 Memory 32 MB ............................. 9.000 7411KA .......................................................... CALL 
AViiON 4100 .................................................. CALL 7419 VOC16 .................................................. 1.100 
MV 15000120000 Floating Point.. ...................... 750 1.2 GIG RAM SIS ........................................... 1.400 
Term Server 4817 .......................................... 1.000 MV5600. LAC32, 16MB. lGIG. 150 MagTape .. 20.500 
Term Server 4819 .......................................... 1.000 6321 Printer ...................................................... 100 
AViiON 4625 Fully Configured ..................... 17.000 MV 5 5oo. LAC32. 662. 322. 2GIG ................ 9.000 
AViiON 3200 Fully Configured ....................... 2.850 0411 ......... 140 0211 ................................... 100 
AVIION 6200 Fully Configured ....................... CALL 0214 ......... 135 0215 ................................... 135 
AV VTC .......................................................... 1.350 0216 ......... 135 0412 ................................... 170 
lAC 16 (RS 232) wfTCB 16 ............................... 135 0462+ ....... 400 0463 ................................... 425 
lAC 16 (RS 422) ................................................ 150 04601410 .. 100 0461 ................................... 155 
lAC 24 wfTCB ................................................ 1,450 0470 ................................................................. 200 
VOA 255 .......................................................... 1395 Call For Unlisted Equipment 

WTB All AT&T & Northern I 
Telecom telephones 

and switches 

Sysgen now buys and sells 
telephone equipment. Call 
for your telephony needs! 

AuIhorIzecf 
WordPerfect 

Motorola VAR 

12 ElKLAND ROAD, MELVILLE, NY 11747 (516)491-11 00 fax: (516)491 -1559 

Circle 43 on reader service card. 

your effective user ID , but it also 
shows your authid-even though you 
changed your username to "root" or 
"sally". The audit record still shows 
that it was you that did it! If you run a 
cron job or an at job, it's the same situ
ation-thanks to the authid, we have 
enough information to know who initi
ated the processing request. 

What goes In ••• 
Isaac Newton once said , "What 

goes in , must come out. " Or something 
like that. Collecting all the audit data 
in the world does you no good unless 
there 's a way of getting a report of 
those data. Data General provides two 
utilities for this purpose: audprint and 
audse/ect. (For full information on 
these, refer to "Managing Auditing on 
the Trusted DG/UX System," manual 
093-701139.) 

Unlike most Unix log files , the 
audit trail is not stored as a text file. 
Audit trails are frequently voluminous, 
and storing all numeric information in 
ASCII would make them bloated. So 
use audprint to convert an audit trail 
from its internal format to readable 
text. Figure 5 on this page shows a 
sample from audprint. It works as a 
typical Unix filter, so you can pipe its 
output to other utilities. 

Recognizing that you usually don 't 
want to see the entire audit trail print
ed out, Data General also provides aud
select, which reads records from an 
audit trail and selects only those 
records meeting the criteria specified 
at runtime. Among the criteria you can 
specify: user ID, authentication .ID, file 
pathname, reason for event (such as 
success, access control failure, etc.), 
and date-and-time ranges. You can do 
to very specific analysis. Output from 
oudse/ect can be piped into audprint for 
conversion into readable text. Figure 6 
(page 29) shows an example in which 

Tom Gutnick has more than two 
decades of computer experience. He 
has been with Data General for 11 
years, specializing in system security 
and performance issues. Contact him 
at 7927 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 200, 
McLean , VA 22102, 703-827-9669; In
ternet Tom_ Gutnick@dgc.ceo.dg.com. 
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A step further failed login attempts occurring within 
a specified time range are reported. 

My theory is that you usually 
don't even want to look at the detailed 
audit data, only when you're investi
gating a problem. I recommend that 
you run a script to summarize data in 
your audit trail, probably on a daily 
basis. After doing this for a while 
you'll develop a sense for typical usage 
on your system, so you can look closer 
if any abnormal patterns emerge. You 
might even be able to use this informa
tion for capacity planning purposes. 
Figure 7 on page 30 shows the script I 
use, along with some sample output. 

We can go a step further. Have a 
cron job kick in every day at midnight 
to start a new trail file. Summarize the 
previous day's activity, mail a report to 
the system administrator, and com
press the old file . Being paranoid, I 
prefer to archive the file manually to 
tape and delete it (some things should
n't be automated?). Figure 8 on page 30 
is a shell script that does this . You 'll 
notice some slightly complicated logic 
in dealing with the name of the trail 
file : this is so it can have a name incor
porating the date covered by the file , 
such as "trai1.950107". 

Figure 6: audselect example 

# cat failed-logins 
(CLASS=AUTHCMD & REASON=AF & TIME=02231600-02231700) 
# 
H audselect -s failed-logins lusrl/tcb-audit/log5 I audprint 

TRAIL START time : Thu Feb 23 12 : 50 :37.112106 1995 
previous trail : lusr1/tcb-audit/log4 

AUDIT RECORD : 
time : Thu Feb 23 16 : 51:13.292422 1995 
authid=root(O) , pid=7744 
class=AUTHCMD(100) , event=SERVICERE(1) , reason=AF(8) , errno=O 
Event specific : 
data as strings : 'AA_USER_UNKNOWN' 
data as strings : ' aa_ interface . c' 
data as integers : 734 
data as strings : ' <unknown> ' 
data as strings : ' telnet ' 
data as strings : 'localhost ' 
data as integers : 793576272 
data as strings : 
data as strings : 

AUDIT RECORD : 
time : Thu Feb 23 16 : 51 : 23 . 827703 1995 
authid=root(O) , pid=7746 
class=AUTHCMD(100), event=SERVICERE(1) , reason=AF(8) , errno=O 
Event specific : 
data as strings : ' AA_USER_UNKNOWN ' 
data as strings : ' aa_interface .c' 
data as integers : 734 
data as strings : ' <unknown>' 
data as strings : ' ftp ' 
data as strings : ' localhost ' 
data as integers : 793576282 
data as strings : 
data as strings : ' , 

TRAIL END time : Thu Feb 23 18 : 51 : 37 . 991662 1995 
next trail : 
H 
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SEC U RITY MANAGEMENT 

Managing a system, and especially 
achieving reasonable security, always 
takes effort. But Unix in general and the 
DC/UX security options in particular 
provide a lot of features to help. If the 
old cliche is true that knowledge is 
power, then a corollary to that is: A lack 

Figure 7: Audit summary 

# cat summarize-audlogs 
audprint $1 I grep "class= " , 
cut -d"," -fl-3 I sort I uniq -c 
# 

of knowledge leaves you powerless. But 
knowing who did what to whom on 
your system gives you the power to 
manage your system effectively, so 
you'll have greater confidence that your 
system isn't being abused. Maybe you'll 
even sleep better at night. t1 

B summarize-audlogs /usr1/audit/log4 
2 class=AUDITCTL(4), event=DGAUDITCT(10014), reason=PS(2) 
18 class=CHDIR(8) , event=CHDIR(10007) , reason=S(l) 
1 class=CLOSE(10), event=CLOSE(10011) , reason=OF(512) 
10557 c1ass=CLOSE(10) , event=CLOSE(10011), reason=S(l) 
1383 c1ass=DAC_GET(13) , event=DGGETOACL(10018) , reason=OF(512) 
1 class=DAC_GET(13) , event=DGGETOACL(10018) , reason=PS(2) 
15942 class=DAC_GET(13), event=DGGETOACL(10018) , reason=S(1) 
5 class=DAC_SET(14), event=CHMOD(10008) , reason=S(l) 
1 class=EXEC(16) , event=EXECVE(10062) , reason=OF(512) 
14 class=EXEC(16) , event=EXECVE(10062) , reason=S(1) 
49253 class=IOCTL(20) , event=IOCTL(10078) , reason=S(1) 
2 class=KILL(22) , event=KILL(10079) , reason=PS(2) 
1 class=OPENCREA(35) , event=OPENCREAT(10097) , reason=OF(512) 
339 c1ass=OPENCREA(35) , event=OPENCREAT(10097) , reason=S(1) 
206 class=OPENREAD(36) , event=OPENREAD(10098) , reason=S(l) 
156 class=OPENTRUN(37) , event=OPENTRUNC(10100) , reason=S(1) 
19 class=OPENWRIT(38) , event=OPENWRITE(10099) , reason=PS(2) 
9829 class=OPENWRIT(38), event=OPENWRITE(10099) , reason=S(1) 
1 class=UMASK(57) , event=UMASK(10144), reason=S(1) 
H 

Figure 8: Script for end-of-day processing 

H!/bin/sh 
AudAdminWho="jpsavoie Op" 

/etc/tcb/bin/manage-audit 
This script is intended to be invoked by cron every night . 
It will cause auditing to switch to a new trail file, and rename 

the old one. 
# The old trail file will be compressed. 
# *** Warning: Be sure to remove old trail files from the disk be
fore the file-system fills up! 
# In addition , a summary report will be generated . The summary re
port will be mailed to the 
# users specified in the variable AudAdminWho at the top of this 
script . 

# Determine current trail file 
PrevTrail='audadmin -0 query I awk ' /filename : / { print $2 }' -

audadmin -0 switch -f /usr/opt/audit /trail . 'date +%y%m%d' 
SummRpt=/tmp/aud_summary . 'date +%y%m%d' 
echo Summary of audit events in $PrevTrail > $SummRpt 
/etc/tcb/bin/summarize-audlogs $PrevTrail » $SummRpt 
compress $PrevTrail 
mail < $SummRpt $AudAdminWho 
rm $SummRpt 
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The latest products for 
Data ~eneral systems 

W estboro, MA-Data General now counts itself a registered Internet Service 
Provider. The company has already announced Internet consulting, implementa
tion, and training services. But now there's more. 

"Making effective use of the Internet is now a global business necessity," said 
Don Zereski, vice president of Worldwide Services at Data General. "We believe 
that this array of services strongly positions Data General to meet the full spec
trum of customer requirements." They are: 

Internet WWW Consulting. Combines an introduction to the Internet with 
an initial customer technology needs assessment, including basic evaluation of 
your Internet environment. Priced at $5,900. 

Internet Access. A highly secure physical connection, for customers needing 
to connect remote locations across a WAN. TCP/IP standards-based services sup
ports bandwidth ranging from 56 kbps to Tl. Provided at customer premises or at 
a DG Internet Service Center. Pricing depends on configuration (Example: Cus
tomer within 75 miles of a DG Point of Presence, with 56 kbs lines, would pay a 
$1,900 installation fee plus a monthly 56 kbps connection fee). 

WWW Server Implementation. Installation and setup of a WWW server, 
software tools, and a customized home page. Priced at $9,500. 

WWW Client Implementation. Installation and configuration of customized 
home page, Mosaic browser, document viewers, and document-authoring tools 
for PC, Macintosh, and X-Windows clients. Priced at $1,800. 

WWW Web Master Management. Provides ongoing technical, administra
tive, and management assistance for customers with World Wide Web servers. 
Delivered by a DG WebMaster on custom-quote basis. 

WWW Business. Offers 24-hour resources on a high-availability, secure Avi
ion server located at a DG Internet Service Center. Offered under an annual leas
ing agreement. 

WWW Document Preparation. Assistance with everything the conversion 
from legacy formats to HTML, graphics design, and multimedia services. Priced 
on custom-quote basis. 

Internet training. Choice of an Internet CBT or a two-day lecture course, each 
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providing introduction to Internet ser
vices and features. Priced at $895 for 
the CBT and $800 for the two-day 
course. 

DATA GENERA L CORPORATION 

4400 COMPUTER DRIVE 

WESTBORO, MA 01580 

508-366-8911 

S ebastopol, CA-Technical pub
lisher O'Reilly & Associates released a 
new book intended for adminis
trators, users, and programmers who 
want to make the Linux operating sys
tem part of their lives. Running Linux, 
by Matt Welsh and Lar Kaufman cov
ers installation, system maintenance, 

networking configuration, and more. 
Linux is a free clone of the Unix 

operating system that runs on a per
sonal computer. It supports all the 
features found in other modern Unix 
systems, such as complete multitask
ing, TCP/IP networking support 
(including SLIP and PPP), and the X
Windows system environment 
(XIIR6). Linux runs thousands of 
applications such as Emacs, TeX, 
databases (Ingres, Postgres, and 
more), games, and many free utilities 
from the GNU project and elsewhere. 
Linux also supports many features 
from the POSIX.l , System V, and BSD 
flavors of Unix. 

During its first few years, people 
learned about Linux from source 
code, folklore, and informal docu
ments written by volunteers. Co
author Matt Welsh contributed to the 
first Frequently Asked Questions List, 
wrote short how-to guides, and went 
on to coordinate the Linux Documen
tation Project. Running Linux is the 

result of answering many thousands of 
questions from Linux users on the 
Internet (575 pgs., ISBN 1-56592-100-3; 
$24.95). 

O'REILLY & ASSOC I A T ES , INC . 

103 MORRIS STRHT, SUITE A 

SEBASTOPOL, CA 95472 

800-998-9938 

E nglewood , CO-IMAGE Software, 
Inc. and VMARK Software, lnc. , 
announced their intent to offer a vari
ety of comprehensive support pro
grams to resellers and end users of 
IMAGE's Software's electronic docu
ment management and retrieval sys-

• :tsJ~rr 
Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 

Unix 
Integration 

• AOSNSto 
NetWare 
Integration 

• NFS & TCP 
Networking 
Software 

• Ethernet 
Networking 
Hardware 

• High 
Performance, 
Low Cost 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Remote Login 

Command 
Execution 

Electronic Mail 

Printing 

Backup 

AOSNS I & II 

RDOS,AOS 

MV, NOVA, 
ECLIPSE, 
DESKTOP 

Industry Standard Networking Solutions 
203 Southwest Cutoff, Northboro, MA 01532 Telephone 508-393-7979 FAX 508-393-8788 

Circle 7 on reader service card. 
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tern, the IMAGE Document Manage
ment System, which was developed 
with VMARK's uniVerse database 
management system. VMARK will be 
the primary service provider for 
1MAGE through VMARK's world
wide service organization thereby 
enabling imaging customers to pro
cure technical and customer support 
directly from VMARK. 

IMAGE and VMARK will collec
tively develop a program that pro
vides comprehensive customer sup
port, consulting, integration, training, 
and educational services to imaging 
customers. Under the terms of the 
agreement, VMARK will assume 
direct service responsibilities after a 
six-month transition phase. Further
more, VMARK will offer technical 
consulting and integration services to 
assist customers with 1MAGE project 
implementations. 

I MAGE SOFTWARE, INC. 

6486 SOUTH QUEBEC STREET 

ENGLEWOOD, CO 80 III 

303-773-1424 

VMARK SOFTWARE, INC. 

WESTBORO, MA 

508-366-3888 

F orge Village, MA-Ready-to-Run 
Software announced a broadening of 
the platform base for its ReadyPak 
line of software products. ReadyPaks, 
available on a variety of Unix plat
forms, including Data General's Avi
ion and DG/UX, are collections of 
Unix software that address a number 
of common workstation tasks and 
requirements: language and soft
ware-development tools, office utili
ties, text-management software, gen
eral utilities, X-Windows, fax, Inter
net, and communications products. 
Programs were selected from popular 
publicly available Unix software, 

PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

preViously available only in ource 
form via Unix networks and bulletin 
boards. They have built into fin
ished, ready-to-run versions for spe
cific Unix environments, eliminating 
the need for find/download/build/
test/install process on the user's 
part. 

Each ReadyPak is priced under 
$300. A free catalog of products can 
be obtained by contacting the com
pany at the phone numbers listed 
below. Further information is avail
able by sending e-mail to 
info@rtr.com, or visiting Ready-to
Run Software's World Wide Web 
home page, at http://www.rtr.com 

READY-TO-RUN SOFTWARE 

4 PLEASANT STREET, P.O. Box 2038 

FORGE VILLAGE, MA 01886·5038 

800·743·1723 OR 508·692·9922 

D allas, TX-ObjectSpace, Inc., 
announced its new enhanced ver
sion of the Standard Template Library 
(STL), the accepted ANSI/ISO stan
dard for the c++ programming lan
guage. ObjectSpace's STL<Toolkit> 
offers multi-thread extensions, 
including read and write locking, 
and is compatible with efront-based 
compilers. Cross-platform availabil
ity allows users the choice of Win
dows, Unix, or OS/2 environments. 

STL, originally developed by 
Alex Stepanov and Meng Lee of 
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, is a 
flexible set of reusable collections 
and algorithms. It was accepted in 
July 1994 by the ANSI/ISO Stan
dards Committee as a part of the 
emerging international standard for 
the C++ programming language. /). 

OBjECTSPACE, INC . 

14881 QUORUM DRIVE, SUITE 400 

DAllAS, TX 75240 

214·934-2496 
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Why pay this 

+ 

for memory? 
With SCIP memory, you don 't 
have to. 
We design and manufacture 
value priced memory that will 
boost your system to full 
power. 
A full line, .... even for the 
newest and most popular DG 
processors, like the ..... . 

AViiON 
Workstations 

& Servers 
thru the new 

Enterprise Series 
Plus MVs 

MV3200, 3500, 3600 
MV5500 & MV5600 
MV9300, 9500, 9600 

MV25000·1 &·2 
MV2500 & MV7800xp 

Bottom line ... 
./ a fraction of the cost 
./ 100% compatible 
./ lifetime warranty 
./ accepted by DG service 
./ trial evaluation 

... so give us or your dealer a 
call for value ... 

(310) 282-8700 
FAX 310/839-4464 

~SCIP 
441 S. Beverly Dr. #2 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
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YOU EED DATA GE ERAL EQUIPME T. 
YOU EED IT OW. YOU EED IT PRICED RIGHT. 
A 0 IT HAS TO MEET YOUR SPECIFICATIONS. 

CPU's ----.~!!III---1 
MV 20000 ............................. $3.900 MV4 & MV10 5MB .................... $400 
MV 15000 Mod 20 ................. $3.500 MV4 & MV10 4MB .................... $300 
MV 10000 .............................. $1 .900 MV4 & MV10 2MB .................... $200 
MV 7S00 XP w/4 MB ............. $2.300 Memory For All Other DG 
MV 7S00 w/4 MB ................... $1 .700 Processors IN STOCK 
MV 4000 ................................... $500 CRT's & PRINTERS 
MV 2500 ................................ $2.900 BP1500 Printer ...................... $3.500 
MV 2000 ................................ $1 .500 4374 Printer ........................... $3.900 
S2S0 ...................................... $1 .500 Bl000 Printer ........................ $2.900 
S/140 ........................................ $900 B600 Printer .......................... $1.500 
Nova 4X .................................... $750 B300 Printer ............................. $975 
Desktop Systems 0461 CRT ................................. $350 
& Peripherals ........................... CALL 0460 CRT ................................. $220 
DISK & TAPE D411 CRT ................................. $225 
MV 2000 Disks and Tapes ........ CALL 0410 CRT ................................. $175 
6239 592MB SIS ................... $1 .500 D462 CRT ................................. CALl 
6236 354MB SIS ...................... $600 D216 CRT ................................. CAll 
6161147MB SIS ...................... $700 COMMUNICATIONS 
62996250 BPI Tape .............. $1 .300 IAC/16 ....................................... $400 
6125 Tape SIS .......................... $595 IAC/S ......................................... $200 
6026 Tape SIS .......................... $595 ATI/16 ....................................... $150 
MEMORY AMI/S ........................................ $150 
MV 9600 32MB ...................... $5.000 LAN Controller ....................... $2.000 
MV15 & MV20 32MB ............. $3.500 LAC-12 ...................................... $400 
MV15 & MV20 16MB ............. $2.300 IAT/12S ................................... $4500 
MV15 & MV20 5MB .................. $500 IAC/24 .................................... $2.500 . 

URGENTLY NEEDED - ALL AVIION MODELS 
"THE SOLUTION" sed Phone: (612) 227-5683 

FAX: (612) 223-5524 
EMAIL ADDRESS: seccomp@seccomp.com 
622 Rossmor Building 
500 N. Robert Street 
SI. Paul. MN 55101 

Circle 44 on reader service card. 

We wal(t . . . Letters to the Editor 

Send us Internet e-mail! 

Let us hear from you: 
• Just say "Helloooo there!" 
• Comment on articles and items 

in Focus. 
• Tell us how we can improve the 

magazine. 
• Suggest article topics. 
• See your name in print. 
• We want to know what you think. 

IN T 

With warm weather coming (or here already, depending upon 

where you are) daydreams turn to of outdoor recreation. This 

month's list of World Wide Web sites should help you find 

your favorite sports and recreational activities. 

Recreational sports 

Tennis 
http://arganet.tenagra.com:80/RacquecWorkshop/Tennis.html 
Auto Racing 
http://www.eng.hawaii:80/Contribs/carinalra.home.page.htmI 
Golf 
http://ausg.dartmouth.edu/-pete/golf 
http://www.golfweb.com 
Inline Skate 
http://www.xs4all.nll-lowlevellinline·skating.html 
Real Surfing! 
http://facs.scripps.edu/surflsurfing.html 

Bass Fishing: http://wmi.cais.com/bassfish/index.htm 

Fly Fishing: http://oeonline.com/-rmarshlfishpg.html 

Backcountry: http://io.datasys.swri.edu/Overview.html 

Great Outdoors: http://www.gorp.com 

Team sports 

NHL: http://terrapin.umd.edu/nhl.html 

Cleveland: http://www.mcs.com/-mwivy/cleveland-sports.html 

Baseball: http://www.gems.com/ibic 

Referees: http://www.iceonline.com/home/biI1c4/referee.html 

World sports 

1996 Summer Olympics: http://www.atlanta.olympic.org 
1998 Winter Olympics 
http://www.linc.or.jp/Nagano/index.html 

Get ready for NADGUG 96 
It's never too early to start getting ready for NADGUG 

96. This Web site is a public service provided by ARInter
net, and contains all kinds of good information about the 
Washington DC area: 

http://www2.ari.net:8S/edc t:,. 

compiled by Joe Cannata 
SPECIAL TO Focus 
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WHO TO CALL FOR ANSWERS ABOUT 

NADGUG AND FOCUS 

NADGUG: 

ADGUG addre s: 
c/o Danieli & O'Keefe Assoc. , Inc. 

Chiswick Park, 490 Boston Post Rd. 
Sudbury, MA 01776 
FAX: 508·443-4715 

FO US Magazine address: 
c/o Turnkey Publishing, Inc. 

P.O. Box 200549 
Austin, TX 78720 

FAX: 512-335-3083 

Membership, RIG . SIGs 
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2 
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14 

NADGUG taff ....... • •••••• • ••••••• 800-253-3902 
David L. Dimmick. executive director ••••••••••.••• ext. 1223 
Colleen Donahue, member hip operations ••••••••••• ext. 1222 
(Outside the U.S and Canada.) •••••••••••••••• 508-443-3330 

Electronic bulletin board 
DASH bulletin board 
(2400 bps modem) • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •••••• 800-DASH·CSC 
Data General Cu tamer Support Center •••••••••• 800-344-3577 

FOCUS MAGAZINE: •••••••••••••••••••••• 512-335-2286 
Editorial comments, article sugge tion •••••••••• Doug John on 
Information about advertising ••••••••••.•.• Susan de Blanc 
Fa US back i ue ••••••••••••••• Turnkey Publishing staff 
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Look no further 
Interactive Cobol has it all •.. 

o Highest performance 
o Lowest cost 
o Easiest maintenance 
o Greatest flexibility 
o Fastest development 
o Coolest features 

Everything you need 

o Interactive Runtime Systems for 
MS-DOS (with support for 
Windows and DOS networks), 
AOSNS and virtually any flavor 
of Unix (SCO, AIX, HP/UX .. . ) 

o Interactive Development System 
o Fast Interactive Cobol Compilers 

produce both CX and PD/DD 
files. Support for both ANSI 74 
and 85 features plus a host of 
money saving enhancements 

o Cross Reference Utility 
o Code Dumper Utility 
o Multi-Windowed Debugger 

streamlines development 
o Link Kit and User Library provides 

direct interface with C programs 

Gerry Mennin! .. Associates 
3311 C4tndelaria Road, Suite E 

Albuquerque, NM 87107 
Phone: (505) 888·5011 

Fax: (505)883·7708 

Our U.KJluropc Distributor 
.roadnct Ltd., Falcon House 
North Feltham Tradin! Estate 

FeHham, Middlesex, TW14 OUQ 
Phone: 081 893 1515 

Fax: 0818931183 
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B ULLET I N B OARD 

Modem troubles 
Author: SCOTT BURCHILL 

We are having an impossible 
time trying to configure our modems. 
We are currently trying to get a US 
Robotics Courier (28.8k bp) to work 
for both incoming and outgoing calls, 
and have had absolutely no luck get
ting it work for either (much less 
both). We have a DG Aviion 5225. 
When trying to direct-connect to the 
port the modem is on ( "cu -1 tty85" ) 
all it gives us is "CAN'T ACCESS DE
VICE". 

Reply by: MARCUS HOWARD 

Before attempting any special 
connections I always like to try the 
port with something I know should 
work. Have you tried creating the de
vice and connecting a terminal first? 
After this succeeds and before you 
try to operate in bidirectional mode, 
try dialing in over the modem (using 
a modem cable of course). Once this 
is successful, take the next step try
ing bidirectional, and so on. 

Reply by: ELLIOTT LAVY 

"CAN'T ACCESS DEVICE" im
plies either incorrect permissions on 
the device (because it isn't bidirec
tional) or that the device is not in 
letcJuucplDevices. Try "cu -d -1 tty85" 
to help figure it out. 

Reply by: ALAN MAXWELL 

When trying to use cu ·1 ttyxx, 
make sure that the modem is giving 
the port a carrier detect. I have used 
a US Robotics sportster on my Avi
ion before. and I had to set up dip 
switches on it to always give a CD 
when on. This makes the cu -I "di
rect" work for me. 

Reply by: DAVID BARIL 

The manual. "Managing 
Modems and UUCP on the DG/UX 
System," (069-000698-00) has a 
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Notices and queries posted 
on Data General's Direct 
Access to Support Help 
bulletin board. 

wealth of information dealing with 
modems on DG/UX. The manual is 
also available on the DG/UX 3.10 
CD/ROM documentation set. The 
manual has two chapter that can 
likely help you : Chapter 6 on trou
bleshooting, and Appendix A, which 
details how DG/UX handles modem 
signals and connections. 

Reply by: JOHN FLYNN 

I had heck getting a Telebit 
modem to work as well. A breakout 
box goes a long way toward helping 
resolve the situation. When you do 
get your connection going, if you 
plan on having users log in from a re
mote site, set your modem to echo 
characters only when in originate 
mode. 

We had a lot of problems with 
attempted calls that were made, then 
the system would immediately hang 
up on them. Also, uugetty would go 
into an endless loop whenever the 
modem echoed something. tJ. 

Special note 
Information about Data General 

services and products can now be ac
cessed on the World W ide Web. Data 
General's WWW "Common Sense 
Connection" home page is accessible 
using the URL: 
http://www.dg.com. 

DASH is now accessible via the 
WWW by clicking on the "Services" 
option from the DG home page. and . 
then clicking on the "DASH Electronic 
Services" selection. tJ. 

DASH runs on an Aviion 5200 
server at the Customer Support 
Center in Norcross, Georgia. The 
bulletin board is available 24 
hours per day, free of charge. 
Accessible also via Internet 
address 12B.222. 159. 141 , or by 
calling I-BOO-DASH-CSC (I-BOO-
327-4272) for the modem rotary. 
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IINAI' DO " YOUR BEST DEAL 
lTH SCOTT M,INTYRE & 

ASSO CIA TESI11 

"At Scott Mcintyre & Associates you can 
hammer out your best price on new and refurbished 

Data General equipment, including Aviions and more, 
guaranteed! We have built the most reliable 

reputation in the industry today, based upon our: 

"To continue 
building on our 
outstanding reputation, we 
will offer you the most economical 
price, guaranteed, over any other Data 
General reseller! To find out more 
about this unbeatable price guarantee, 
call today, tomorrow or next week, 
because our guaranteed lowest price 
has been nailed down!" 

CALL TOLL FREE & SAVE! 

1·800·489·7177 
~COTI McINTYRE 
(6 A~OCIATE~, INC. 
PHONE: 810·299·0040 
FAX: 810·299·0041 
P.O. BOX 82115 
ROCHESTER, MI 48308·2115 
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PRICE, 
PERFORMANCE, 
QUALITY & 
DELIVERY!" 

" 
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CLEARVIEW 326 Che tnut Hill Road *Arnher t, New Hamp hire 03031 

S 0 f twa r e Phone : (603) 472 -7115 * FAX: (603) 472 - 8421 
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